ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, ART AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

ARCHITECTURE
MARK FOSTER GAGE
C GAGE / CLEMENCEAU ARCHITECTS
YALE UNIVERSITY SUPERSYMMETRY
FEBRUARY 2

ARCHITECTURE
R. SHANE WILLIAMSON
WILLIAMSON/WILLIAMSON
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
BY ANY MEANS
FEBRUARY 16

ARCHITECTURE
MARK FOSTER GAGE
C GAGE / CLEMENCEAU ARCHITECTS
YALE UNIVERSITY
SUPER SYMMETRY
JANUARY 26 - FEBRUARY 16

ART & ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
SUZANNE B BLIER
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
ART AND AESTHETICS AT LIFE
MARCH 12

ART & ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
JESS FROST
ART & ESTATE ARCHIVE, NEW YORK
CHRISTOPHER SAUNDERS & HIROYUKI HAMADA
MARCH 23

VISUAL ARTS
ARCHITECTURE
BART MISPELBLOM BEYER TANGRAM ARCHITECTEN
RAWU TEACHING FIRM IN RESIDENCE TANGRAM WORKS
FEBRUARY 23 - MARCH 30

VISUAL ARTS
ART & ESTATE ARCHIVE, NEW YORK
CHRISTOPHER SAUNDERS & HIROYUKI HAMADA
MARCH 23

ARCHITECTURE
SUPPORTED BY THE HERITAGE PRESERVATION PROGRAM OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
MARY MEANS GOODY CLANCY
MAKING PRESERVATION WORK IN THE 21ST CENTURY
APRIL 6

ARCHITECTURE
CHARLOT TEN DUKE TANGRAM ARCHITECTEN
RAWU TEACHING FIRM IN RESIDENCE BALANCE
APRIL 13

ARCHITECTURE
PAUL LUKIEZ ARCHITECTURE RAWU TEACHING FIRM IN RESIDENCE HYPER-SPEED DESIGN IN CHINA
APRIL 20

VISUAL ARTS
VISUAL ARTS SENIOR SHOW
RAWU VISUAL ARTS STUDIES STUDENT WORK
MAY 18 - 31

VISUAL ARTS
VISUAL ARTS AWARDS
RAWU VISUAL ARTS STUDIES STUDENT AWARDS
APRIL 15 - 30 / ART WAREHOUSE 255 FRANKLIN ST.

ARCHITECTURE
BART MISPELBLOM BEYER & CHARLOT TEN DUKE TANGRAM ARCHITECTEN RAWU TEACHING FIRM IN RESIDENCE TANGRAM WORKS
APRIL 13 - MAY 3

LECTURES
EXHIBITIONS
LECTURES HELD IN ARCH 121 - THE DP FRAY FOUNDATION LECTURE THEATER AT 6:00 PM
EXHIBITIONS HELD IN ARCH 121 - SAAHP EXHIBITION GALLERY MONDAY - FRIDAY 2PM TO 5:00 PM

SPRING 2011
SAAHP PUBLIC EVENTS SERIES